MB8NI MINI BUDDY TIPS
Wearing the Amplifier

1. Position the amplifier around the neck if using the lanyard
attachment or clip it to your belt. It can be worn in front, or on
the hip with the belt clip.
2. Adjust length of strap of lanyard if wearing around the ck.
3. Wear the amplifier so that the speaker is resting
against your body (pointing outward) to reduce
acoustic feedback (squealing).

Wearing the Headset Microphone:

1. Fit the headset around the back of the head and rest it on top
of the ears with the microphone on the right. (HM100NI)
NOTE: if you wear glasses, remove glasses before
putting the headset on.
2. Position the microphone just off the corner of the mouth so
that you don't receive any puffs of air through the amplifier
speaker.
3. Try to get the microphone as close to the mouth as
possible.
4. Using thumb and forefinger, confirm that the flat spot on the
mic head (behind the foam windscreen) is facing your mouth.
5.Run the mic wire under your shirt or tie up the extra in a
bunch to avoid hooking on and breaking it. A broken wire can
cause static and be intermittent, necessitating replacement of
the headset.

Turning on Device and Adjusting the Volume Setting

1. Make sure that the microphone is plugged into the amplifier's headset microphone port at the top.
2. Turn the amplifier on by turning the volume control knob right to left.
3. Gradually increase the amplifier volume to an appropriate level.
4. Check the volume by talking into the microphone. You want to get the
volume set to as loud as possible without any feedback (squealing)
NOTE: if you hear some feedback, reduce the volume.

Charging

1. Insert the battery charger mini-plug into the side of the device.
2. Plug adapter into a power outlet.
3. Charge for two hours for a full charge. The amplifier should operate for 4-8
hours depending on its use.
NOTE: Flashing Red= charge is in progress
Solid Red = charge is complete

